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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer wants to create a new CLPR in their HUS VM. Why
would you recommend performing this change during a period of
low activity?
A. Because the HUS VM cache is in Write Through Mode during the
creation of new CLPRs.
B. Because adding a CLPR may take a long time and can impact
production.
C. Because the LUNs to be moved to the new CLPR must be
unmounted or unmapped.
D. Because all Host I/Os must be stopped when resources are
migrated to the new CLPR.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given LTM device ltm log:
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 notice promptstatusd[3695]:
01460006:5: semaphore mcpd.running(1) held Sep 26 20:51:08
local/lb-d-1 notice promptstatusd[3695]: 01460006:5:
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 warning promptstatusd[3695]:
01460005:4: mcpd.running(1) held, wait for mcpd Sep 26 20:51:08
local/lb-d-1 info sod[3925]: 010c0009:6: Lost connection to
mcpd - reestablishing.
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0004:3:
Lost connection with MCP: 16908291 ...
Exiting bsx_connect.cpp(174)
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 info bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0012:6:
MCP Exit Status Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 info
bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0012:6: Info: LACP stats (time
now:1348717868) :
no traffic
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 info bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0014:6:
Exiting...
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err lind[3842]: 013c0004:3: IO
error on recv from mcpd - connection lost Sep 26 20:51:08
local/lb-d-1 notice bigd[3837]: 01060110:5: Lost connection to
mcpd with error 16908291, will reinit connection.
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err statsd[3857]: 011b0004:3:
Initial subscription for system configuration failed with error
'' Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err statsd[3857]: 011b0001:3:
Connection to mcpd failed with error '011b0004:3:
Initial subscription for system configuration failed with error
'''
Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err csyncd[3851]: 013b0004:3: IO
error on recv from mcpd - connection lost
.............skipping more logs.....
Sep 26 20:51:30 local/lb-d-1 notice sod[3925]: 01140030:5: HA
proc_running bcm56xxd is now responding.

Sep 26 20:51:34 local/lb-d-1 notice sod[3925]: 01140030:5: HA
proc_running mcpd is now responding.
Sep 26 20:51:34 local/lb-d-1 notice sod[3925]: 010c0018:5:
Standby
Which daemon failed?
A. sod
B. promptstatusd
C. mcpd
D. bcm56xxd
E. lind
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Sie haben einen Server namens Server1, auf dem Windows Server
2016 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird.
Sie mÃ¼ssen den ersten Knotencluster eines Network
Controller-Clusters bereitstellen.
Welche vier Cmdlets sollten Sie nacheinander ausfÃ¼hren?
Verschieben Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Cmdlets aus
der Liste der Cmdlets in den Antwortbereich und ordnen Sie sie
in der richtigen Reihenfolge an.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
A nonprofit organization is using Volunteers for Salesforce and
wants its volunteers to be able to log their own volunteer
hours.
Which two solutions should a consultant propose to meet this
need? Choose 2 answers
A. Set up a workflow rule with a weekly email alert sent to all
volunteers asking them to reply back and report their hours for
the week and then a user will manually enter the hours in
Salesforce.
B. Set up the Volunteers Personal Site and direct the volunteer
to record hours on the tab there.
C. Set up a Chatter Group for each volunteer job, add
volunteers who are assigned to that job, and have the
volunteers log their hours in the Chatter Group.
D. Set up a Log Volunteer Hours section on a page on your
website and direct volunteers there to log their hours to the
volunteer job or shift they worked on.
Answer: B,D
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